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ABSTRACT 

This paper describes a method for recognizing real three-dimensional objects in non-controlled backgrounds 
using independent component analysis to eliminate redundant image information present in each object image. 
The proposed method is a two-step process that allows a coarse color-based detection and an exact localization 
using shape information. The paper describes an efficient implementation, making this approach suitable for real-
time applications.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Appearance-based recognition systems have 
appeared as a powerful alternative to model-based 
approaches that use 3D geometry when it is difficult 
to obtain geometrical models of the objects [Bie95a] 
[Vic02b]. The appearance of a 3D object in a 2D image 
depends on its shape, its color, its pose in the global 
scene, its reflectance properties and the sensor and 
illumination characteristics. The earlier appearance-
based recognition systems were focused on the 
holistic approach: an object image may be considered 
as a vector of pixels where the value of each entry in 
the vector is the grayscale (or color) value of the 
corresponding pixel. For example, a NxN image may be 
unwrapped and treated as a vector of length N2.   

The image is said to sit in N-dimensional space, which 
is considered to be the original space of the image.  

In these systems the whole object image is projected 
to a lower dimensional space using different 
techniques or subspaces, the most frequently used is 
the subspace created by the eigenvectors of the 
covariance matrix of the training images (Principal 
Component Analysis) ([Mur95a], [Turk91a] 
[Nay96a]), another common subspace is the created 
by the basis vectors obtained using Linear 
Discriminant Analysis or the subspaces computed by 
Independent Component Analysis [Hyv01a]. These 
methods have been successfully used in different 
applications (face recognition, robot positioning, bin-
picking, etc.) but there are some difficulties still 
unresolved, like partial object occlusions or complex 
backgrounds.  

This paper proposes a two-step process that allows 
robust object recognition in complex backgrounds 
based on ICA representation. The system basically 
consists of a coarse detection (color-based) and a 
refinement phase (shape-based), each containing a 
selection of ICA features and the use of well-known 
pattern recognition techniques. 

In Section 2, we review eigenspace analysis versus 
the independent component analysis, and justify the 
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choice of ICA. Section 3 proposes the two-step 
recognition approach. Section 4 shows some 
experimental results and evaluates the approach, and 
finally Section 5 concludes this paper. 

2. EIGENSPACE VS ICA 
REPRESENTATION 
 

2.1.1 Eigenspace approach 
Eigenspace (PCA) is calculated by finding the 

eigenvectors of the covariance matrix created from the 
set of training images. The eigenvectors 
corresponding to non-zero eigenvalues of the 
covariance matrix represent an orthonormal basis that 
projects the original images in the N-dimensional 
space.  

This technique of principal component analysis 
enables us to create and use a reduced set of 
variables. A reduced set (the classes obtained from 
the training images) is much easier to analyze and 
interpret than the original variables (the training 
images themselves). 

In the original subspace method one image is chosen 
from each object to create the data matrix, and the 
object recognition system is represented by just one 
subspace. In advanced methods, one subspace is 
obtained for each object, so there are as many 
subspaces as objects to recognize. Then, for each 
subspace the data matrix is created from different 
images taken from the same object [Vic02a]. 

 

2.1.2 ICA representation 
The independent component analysis of an N 
dimensional random vector is a linear transform that 
minimizes the statistical dependence between its 
components. This analysis has a great number of 
applications such as data analysis and compression, 
blind source separation, blind deconvolution, 
denoising, etc.  

If the random vector we wish to represent through 
ICA has no noise and is zero-centered, the ICA model 
can be expressed as: 

s·Ax
rr

=  

(6) 
where x

r
is  the random vector representing our data, 

s
r

is the random vector of independent components 
with dimension M ≤ N, and A  is the mixture matrix. 
The pseudoinverse of A, represented by W, is called 
the projection matrix and it provides an alternative 
representation of the ICA model: 

sx·W
rr

=  

(7) 

Various objective functions have been proposed for 
the estimation of the projection matrix such as 
nongaussianity, likelihood, mutual information, and 
tensorial methods [Hyv01a]. In our method we 
employ the FastICA method which estimates the 
whole decomposition by minimizing mutual 
information, and estimates the individual independent 
components as projection pursuit directions. 

The experimental results will show how the 
recognition rates of ICA clearly outperfom the PCA 
ones. 

3. TWO-STEP RECOGNITION 
PROCESS 
In our approach, each object is represented by three 
different appearance-based feature vectors: an ica-
color-histogram (containing color information) and 
two ica-lateral-histograms (containing spatial 
information or shape information).  

We called ica-color-histogram or cH
r

feature the 
vector obtained after compressing the common RGB 
color histogram from the original object image 
subtracting the blue background. There are two ica-
lateral-histograms, the horizontal one and the 
vertical one [Dav90a], which are calculated by 
summing the grey levels of the pixels in each of the 
columns and rows of the image respectively: 
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(8) 

The implemented recognition system basically 
consists of a coarse detection step (color-based) and 
a refinement phase (shape-based), each containing 
the selection of ICA features described before and 
the use of well-known pattern recognition techniques.  

 

3.1.1 Coarse detection 
During the initial localization, the complex scene is 
searched looking for the desired object applying small 
windows to the original image. We choose the 
window sizes in order to be smaller than the size of 
the training objects. The set of scanning windows is 
given as: 

[ ]K21 P,P,PP K=  

(9) 

where Pj  is an image matrix of  window size and K is 
the total number of windows, which value depends 
on the window size and the scan step. At the same 
time we also obtain the uncompressed color 



histogram (3x256 bins) from each window, which 
gives us the histogram set H: 

[ ]K21 H,H,HH
r

K
rr

=  

(10) 

After that, the dimension of each histogram is 

reduced by computing the ica-color-histogram, jcH
r

 

of each jH
r

  from the set, projecting them over the 

ICA subspace obtained during the training of the 
system: 

S·HcH jj

rr
=  

(11) 

where S is the matrix of the independent components 

is
r

: 

[ ]N21 s,s,sS
r

K
rr

=  

(12) 

The number of independent components N equals the 
number of objects used in the training step. 

 

The next step of the process deals with the 

comparison of the cH
r

feature of each window with 

the cH
r

feature of the model. The goal is to find the 

image window j most similar to the desired object. d
r

 
is the vector of distance measures: 

[ ]K21 d,d,dd K
r

=  

(13) 

where  

)cHcH(distd elmodjj

rr
−=  

(14) 

We use two types of classifiers: the k-nearest 
neighbor rule [Dev82a] with L2-distance measure and 
the local minima, in order to select the positive 
windows or areas of interest (AOI) , in other words, 
the possible regions containing the same color 
distribution than the object image. Let A be the AOI 
set: 

[ ]M21 A,A,AA
r

K
rr

=  

(15) 

The size of the AOI set is much smaller than the size 
of the histogram set so the dimensional reduction is 
achieved:  

KM <<  

(16) 

The value of M depends on the classifier used. 

 

3.1.2 Refinement 
Once the search has been reduced to just M AOI’s, 
the adjoining AOI’s are grouped in bigger windows. 
After that, the two ica-lateral-histograms are used for 
matching the exact localization of the object in the 
image. Let latH be the histogram lateral set: 

[ ]latK2lat1latlat H,H,HH
r

K
rr

=  

(17) 

where each component is obtained as the 
concatenation of the vertical and horizontal 
histograms: 

[ ]HjVjlatj H|HH
rrr

=  

(18) 

In this step, the ica-lateral-histogram models have 
been previously computed, then one ica-subspace is 
generated for each object in order to achieve better 
recognition rates [Vic02a].  Besides, different views 
from the same object are needed to compute the 
feature vectors. This process would be 
computationally expensive using the original set of 
windows, but not using just the AOI’s obtained 
before. 

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
For the training experiments the novel ETH-80 
database [Lei03a] has been used.  It contains 80 
objects from 8 categories. Each object is represented 
by 41 views spaced evenly over the upper viewing 
hemisphere. This allows analyzing the performance of 
different recognition methods not only from a 1D 
circle or a few canonical viewpoints, but from multiple 
viewing positions.  

The system was trained to recognize 8 objects from 
different categories. For the color features just the 
main image was used to compute the color-histogram 
models for each object. To generate the lateral-
histogram models 10 views were employed, so 20 
shaped features for each object vectors are required 
at most to achieve the refined localization. 

In Table 1 we show the training results of the coarse 
detection step for a medium size window. The values 
of the recognition rates after the refined localization 
step are shown on Table 2. The more robust approach 
is ICA compression using one subspace per object 
and k-nearest neighbor rule. 

 



Method Recognition rate 

1-NN L2 37.5% 

5-NN L2 51.1% 

10-NN L2 87.2% 

20-NN L2 89.8% 

50-NN L2 100% 

Local minima 
C4 

88% 

 
Table 1. Training results of the coarse detection step 

for a medium size window. 

 
 

Method 
Recognition 

rate 
Computational 

cost 
1-NN L2,  ICA 1 98% 10 

1-NN L2,  PCA  81% 10 

5-NN L2,  ICA  100% 15 

5-NN L2,  PCA  93% 15 

1-NN L2,  ICA*  88.25% 1 

1-NN L2,  PCA* 73% 1 

MLP,  ICA* 97% 1 

MLP,  PCA* 91% 1 

Table 2. Final recognition rates after the refined 
localization step. 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
 
The experimental results have shown the robustness 
of our approach. The method allows locating the 
target object in any complex scene. 
The use of a two step process reduces computation 
time and allows real time applications. Apart from 
that, it has been proven that the ICA compression 
outperforms PCA for feature extraction, leading to 
higher recognition rates.  
Future work will be focused on the categorization 
capabilities of the present approach (i.e whether is it 
possible to recognize untrained objects of a certain 
category). 
 

                                                                 
1 ICA and PCA use one subspace per object. In ICA* and 

PCA* just one subspace is used for the whole database. 
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